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1 of 1 review helpful Definitely a Sexy Mythology By Sara All I have to say is whoa The romance the sex the passion 
For a short novel this book has a lot of amazing substance that will make you want to read more I love how the author 
took mythical Gods and Goddesses and developed this extremely sexy yet loving story that takes place in modern 
times I guess technically it ll be two sexy stories in one Moerae a Writing everyone else rsquo s destiny but never 
living her own Moerae decides to take matters into her own hands Alexander a demigod living obliviously on Earth 
has always had women falling at his feet but he rsquo s never loved any of them He rsquo s also the perfect instrument 
for Moerae rsquo s rebellion What she intended to be no more than a little fun soon turns into much more for both of 
them Could it be they were destined for one another 
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